Fact sheet: Laserkino simulator
About: Shooting Cinema is trading as Adventure Services Ltd (established in July 2007). We are the New Zealand and
Australian importer for some of the best shooting simulators currently available. Specialised key components and
software are imported from the manufacturers overseas while many of the hardware components are developed,
assembled and customised in New Zealand.
Imported products: Laserkino (Germany), Simway (Sweden), BowSim (Germany)
What we do: We sell training units and hire them out on request for events and tradeshows. Currently we are
working on establishing a network of suppliers that are offering units for hire and to experience “in store” all over
NZ.
The System: The German made Laserkino System is extremely easy to set up with a two click calibration process.
This sets the system apart from any other system in the market. A laser detection camera detects where the laser
hits, checking around 9 million locations of the screen per second. The screen size is only limited by the power of the
projector. The 3/4 ratio screen can basically displayed as large as the wall/screen space provided. A white wall or
white paper makes a great screen. At some overseas location screens up to 10 meters or wider are used.
The hardware: Projector, gaming unit, laser detection camera and laser rifles, shotguns and pistols. We also offer
different ready plug and play cases that are customized for different purposes. Our mini case (download photo here)
it the smallest one with only 16x46x32cm. It is a fully functioning high quality solution with all components included.
Its big brother is the case that can host larger and heavier projectors predominantly for use at one location and less
travel (download image here).
Games: A description, images and videos for all games can be found here.
Use: The system has been developed for hunter’s education (shot placement & safe firearms handling), team
building & entertainment for home & commercial users.
Price Range: From NZD $3750/AU$ 3590
Additional features: Multi screen, multi laser detection & life fire: With an additional camera & laser gun a multi
player mode can be accessed for shooting competitions with two competitors shooting at the same time.
For an even more impressive setup multiple projectors can project onto several screens surrounding a shooter up to
280 degrees. Scenes, images and shot placement detection will merge seamlessly on the joint together or curved
screens.
A life fire mode offers the opportunity to incorporate the technology into life fire shooting ranges. Shot placement
detection will reliably and accurately be evaluated through the wholes that are left by bullets punching holes into
the paper screen.
More recourses:
Official website:
Facebook:
Youtube:

www.shootingcinema.co.nz
www.facebook.com/shootingcinema
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4je-ln7v-YghSiCoC_b0qg
Contact: Harald Bettin 021 404 461, info@shootingcinema.co.nz

